Influence of Ferroelectric Polarization on the Equilibrium Stoichiometry of Lithium Niobate (0001) Surfaces
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We present a first-principles density functional theory study predicting the relative thermodynamic stability of ferroelectric lithium niobate (LiNbO$_3$) (0001) surfaces of different stoichiometry. We predict that the equilibrium stoichiometries are different for the positively and negatively polarized LiNbO$_3$ surfaces under the same conditions. Based on the modern theory of polarization, we demonstrate how a simple ionic model can be used to calculate surface charges for ferroelectric surfaces with intrinsic polar stacking. It is found that surface charge passivation by ions is thermodynamically favored over passivation by mobile carriers in a wide range of chemical potentials.
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Knowledge of stabilization mechanisms of polar oxide surfaces is important for understanding their functional properties in both natural and technological processes [1,2]. In the absence of electrodes, charged surfaces tend to lower their energy by surface metallization, by reconstruction, by molecular adsorption, or by varying surface stoichiometry [3–9]. A particular stabilization mechanism determines stoichiometry and oxidation state of atoms at the surface and, consequently, greatly affects surface chemical properties. For example, a change in surface stoichiometry alters preferred adsorption sites, energetics, and atom exchange between the surface and the reactants and products in surface chemical reactions.

From this point of view, surfaces of ferroelectric (FE) oxide materials are an interesting subset of polar surfaces. The polarity of ferroelectric surfaces can be tuned or even reversed by a well-controlled external perturbation, such as the electric field and temperature. In addition to providing a novel probe to study the stabilization mechanisms, this property brings up new possibilities for optimization of material functionality, as well as dynamical control of heterogeneous catalysts [10].

The surface structure and stoichiometry are determined not only by the atomic composition and structure of the bulk material but also by the composition, temperature, and pressure of the gaseous environment in contact with the surface. The effect of the environment on FE surfaces is especially difficult to predict, because of the subtle balance between the ionic and covalent character of the metal-oxygen bonds. For example, the magnitude and even the direction of polarization in FE thin films can be changed by gaseous conditions [11].

In this Letter, we present a theoretical study of FE LiNbO$_3$ (LN) (0001) surfaces, which is of both fundamental and practical interest. Although LN is a complex bimetallic oxide, it has a single stable crystal phase, with ferroelectric polarization directed along (0001), that is also an intrinsically polar direction. Because of these properties, LN has been attracting attention as a heterogeneous catalyst for a long time [12–15] and is being actively studied at the moment [16,17].

Only a few experimental studies of the (0001) LN surface structure have been reported [12,18–20], mostly for an unpoled crystal. Mass-spectrometric investigations of species evaporated from positive and negative surfaces of a single-domain LN crystal upon annealing at $T \approx 1200$ K revealed a substantially greater evaporation rate for LiO, Li, and O$_2$ from the positive surface, with the evaporation of Li and O$_2$ being almost absent and evaporation of LiO being an order of magnitude smaller for the negative surface [20].

We calculate the relative thermodynamic stability of positive and negative polarization LN surfaces of different stoichiometry. We predict changes in the equilibrium surface stoichiometry under a range of temperatures and oxygen pressures. We find that the stoichiometry of positive and negative surfaces under the same experimental conditions should be quite different.

Details of DFT calculations.—Density functional theory (DFT) total energies of LN, Li$_2$O, Nb$_2$O$_5$, and bulk Li and Nb have been obtained using the norm-conserving nonlocal pseudopotential plane wave method and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of the exchange-correlation functional [21], as implemented in the ABINIT package [22] and in our in-house code BH.

For the FE LN (0001) surface calculations, we use a slab consisting of seven -Li$_2$O$_3$-Nb- trilayers plus Li$_{u}$O$_v$-Nb- as a positive surface termination and -Li$_v$O$_u$ as a negative surface termination, $u = 0, 1, 2, x = 0, 1, v = 1, 2, 3, 4$, and $y = 0, 1, 2, 3$ (all possible combinations for each surface have been analyzed). Based on the results, we concluded that the chosen maximum content of Li and O atoms at the surfaces is sufficient. Only the 1 $\times$ 1 surface unit cell is considered. Although we expect that considering larger surface unit cells is required to pinpoint the exact stoichiometry of real surfaces, we believe that the trends...
and physical picture derived from our results will not be altered by this limitation. The in-plane lattice parameters, as well as the atomic positions of the middle three trilayers, have been fixed at bulk values. The outer two trilayers on each face and all of the terminating atoms in the slab unit cell are allowed to relax in all directions, and the threefold rotation symmetry has been slightly broken to make sure that the symmetric geometry is not a saddle point. A vacuum region of \( \approx 17 \text{ Å} \) separates one slab from its supercell images. The dipole correction \([23]\) is used to remove the effect of the artificial electric field created by the slab images on both electronic structure and equilibrium geometry.

**Surface free energy.**—We follow the *ab initio* thermodynamics approach described in previous work \([24–27]\).

The two slab surfaces cannot be made equivalent because of the FE symmetry breaking, so that the surface free energy cannot be calculated separately for each surface. However, since we are interested in relative surface energies, the free energies for different terminations can be instructively compared if the other surface is kept the same.

DFT calculations correspond to \( T = 0 \) and constant volume, not pressure. Therefore, in addition to the DFT total energy, one must also consider the entropy and \( pV \) terms \([26]\). Following \([26]\), we estimate the upper limit for the total contribution of these terms to be 0.2–0.3 eV/unit cell (see \([28]\) for information on the bulk LN fundamental vibrations). Since this uncertainty does not change any conclusions of this work, we approximate the Gibbs free energy by the DFT total energy.

The range of possible chemical potentials \( \mu_i, i = \text{Li, Nb, O} \), is constrained by the stability of various phases. First, we focus on chemical potential values for which the bulk LN phase is stable. This allows us to express one of \( \mu_i \) through the other two. We choose to express \( \mu_{\text{Nb}} \) in terms of \( \mu_{\text{O}} \) and \( \mu_{\text{Li}} \), because they are more easily controlled in experiments. We also exclude values of chemical potentials at which other condensed phases such as solid Li, Nb, Li\(_2\)O, and Nb\(_2\)O\(_5\) or liquid O\(_2\) start to precipitate \([26]\).

It is convenient to choose the free energies of each elemental phase at standard conditions \((T = 298.15 \text{ K and } p = 1 \text{ atm})\) as zero for the corresponding chemical potential. With this convention, all bulk and slab oxide energies are free energies of formation.

It is known \([29]\) that the GGA functional overestimates binding in molecules. In fact, our DFT-GGA O\(_2\) binding energy is 0.6 eV/atom higher than the experimental value. To correct for this error, we use the experimental value in calculations.

**Results and discussion.**—FE LN can be viewed as -Li\(_2\)O\(_3\)-Nb- trilayers stacked along (0001) \([30]\).

Paraelectric (PE) LN has -Li\(_2\)O\(_3\)-Nb- bilayers; the FE instability involves Nb displacements from the centers of oxygen octahedra, and Li movement out of oxygen planes, along the (0001) direction. Figure 1 shows the -Li\(_2\)O\(_3\)-Nb-trilayers and the landscape of the unrelaxed cleavage surface.

The most stable LN surface terminations under different ambient conditions in the absence of foreign adsorbates are shown in Fig. 2. Space-fill models of some of the stable surface terminations are presented in Fig. 3.

The theoretical (DFT total energy differences) and experimental (at standard conditions) formation energies for different phases are summarized in Table I. For LN, energy is reported per LiNbO\(_3\) unit. Since Nb\(_2\)O\(_5\) has different crystal types depending on heat treatment, and each type has a complicated crystal structure with long-range ordering, we decided to use the experimental Nb\(_2\)O\(_5\) energy of formation in our calculations.

The values of Li and O chemical potentials at which only the bulk LN phase is stable fall within the trapezoid. Since the surfaces can equilibrate much faster than the bulk, we do not confine \( \mu_{\text{O}} \) and \( \mu_{\text{Li}} \) to the trapezoid.

When the spontaneous polarization vector is directed away from the surface (negative surface), the -Li-O termination is favored under most conditions (Fig. 2, left). The positive surface contains, in general, more oxygen than the negative surface at similar conditions (Fig. 2, right). Under chemical potential conditions where bulk LN is stable, the Li\(_3\)-O\(_3\)-Nb- termination (i.e., one extra Li atom per surface cell above stoichiometric trilayers) has the lowest free energy for all conditions. An interesting feature of the
Li$_3$O$_3$-Nb- termination is that one Li relaxes down into the top oxygen plane, while the other Li stays above the oxygen plane. Our calculations suggest that the surface loses 2(LiO) and becomes terminated by O-Nb- under low $\mu_O$ conditions. It is interesting to note that the positive surface prefers to lose two Li atoms at low $\mu_L$ instead of losing them one by one. Note that we did not consider Li coverages other than 0, 1, or 2 Li atoms per unit cell. It is possible that an intermediate Li coverage could be stable for low $\mu_L$. Nevertheless, our calculations clearly show the propensity of the positive surface to be enriched with Li relative to the negative surface.

The phase diagrams do not change qualitatively if we do not correct for the difference between experimental and theoretical surface charge densities. With this model, the stoichiometric PE-like slab with equally spaced LiO$_3$ and Nb layers, terminated with a LiO$_3$ layer on one side and a Nb layer on the other side. With this model, the stoichiometric PE-like slab would have surface charges of $-5e/2$ per surface unit cell on the LiO$_3$- termination and $+5e/2$ on the -Nb termination. The potential difference created by these charges is $\Delta \phi = 20$ V/Å. Therefore, these charges must be passivated by mobile charges (electron transfer), stoichiometry changes (adding charged ions), or any combination.

Let us imagine for a moment that the surfaces are created instantaneously, so that the ionic charges remain the same as in the bulk. Since $\Delta \phi$ is much greater than the potential required to transfer electrons across the band gap ($3.7$ eV for LN), the surface charges will be almost completely passivated by the electron transfer. However, as explained below, our results demonstrate that passivation by ions is thermodynamically favored over the passivation by the mobile charges.

Among stoichiometric PE-like phases (holding all layers fixed with O and Li coplanar), we find that transfers of O (ionic charge of $-2e$) or O$_2$Li ($-3e$) from the LiO$_3$ surface to the Nb surface are the most stable, lowering the energy by $4.6$ eV/cell (converged with respect to the slab thickness). Within a 1 × 1 surface cell, these two choices optimally reduce the model surface charges, from $\mp 5e/2$ per surface cell to $\mp e/2$ with O transfer or to $\pm e/2$ with O$_2$Li transfer. So, the PE case illustrates the idea that, when possible, passivation with ions is more favorable than passivation with mobile charges.

Extending this model to FE LN, we note that the polarization $P_{FE}$ of the PE LN is nonzero, because of the polar stacking of ionic layers composed of ions whose net charge per unit cell is odd. With $P_{FE} \neq 0$, the meaningful FE polarization is $P_{FE} = P_{FE} - P_{PE}$, computed with the same layer stacking within the unit cell for FE and PE. We use the Berry’s phase approach [33] to compute polarization of bulk LN. This approach allows us to calculate polarization of a nonmagnetic insulator within an even integer multiple 2$N$ of a polarization quantum. In the case of LN, the polarization quantum per hexagonal unit cell is $eR/\Omega = e/S$, where $R$ is the length of the lattice vector along the (0001) direction, $\Omega$ is the volume of the unit cell, and $S$ is the area of the surface unit cell. We find $P_{FE} - P_{PE} = (2N \times 0.69 + 0.86) e/2 = (2N + 5/4)e/S$. By analyzing the polarization change as Born effective charges times atomic displacements, we find that the polarization change going from PE to FE is correct for $N = 0$. Thus, the FE phase transition adds a surface charge of $5e/4$ per surface cell to the stoichiometric LiO$_3$ (0001) surface and $-5e/4$ to the Nb-terminated surface, leaving the LiO$_3$- termination with a net bound surface charge of $-5e/4$ and the -Nb termination with $+5e/4$ in the FE phase.

The above polarization and surface charge analysis explains the observed stable surface stoichiometries of the FE LN surfaces. The stoichiometric Li-O$_3$-Nb- (0001) surface has a net bound charge of $-5e/4$. The addition of an extra Li atom (surface denoted Li$_2$-O$_3$-Nb-) stabilizes a hole and, within the simple ionic model, reduces the charge to $-e/4$ in the insulating state. On the bottom surface, the Nb termination has a bound charge of $+5e/4$, and addition of -O-Li stabilizes the charge of $-e$ reducing the net charge to $-e/4$.
surface charge to $\pm e/4$. Depending on conditions and history, this last $\pm e/4$ can be passivated with mobile charges or with submonolayer coverage of additional ions. Thus, our first-principles thermodynamics findings demonstrate the preference for passivation of the surface charge with ions in this system. The surface charge can be calculated from the simple ionic model by taking into account both ferroelectric polarization and intrinsic polar stacking.

Our calculations explain the observed differences in evaporation rates of LiO, Li, and O$\textsubscript{2}$ from positive and negative surfaces of a single-domain LN crystal at elevated temperatures [20]. In the experiment, the evaporation of Li and O$\textsubscript{2}$ from the positive surface was negligibly slow, while the evaporation of LiO was an order of magnitude slower than the evaporation of the same species from the positive surface. According to our calculations, the positive surface contains more oxygen and lithium than the negative one, and it loses oxygen and lithium (Li$\textsubscript{2}$O$\textsubscript{3}$-$\text{Nb}$!$O$-$) at higher chemical potentials and, consequently, lower temperature than the negative surface (-LiO!Nb-terminated).

Conclusions.—For the first time, we present an extension of first-principles thermodynamics to a three-component FE surface with intrinsic polar stacking. Our calculations predict substantial differences in stoichiometry of thermodynamically stable positive and negative (0001) surfaces of FE LN. The surface charges can be calculated from Berry’s phase analysis of bulk polarization and simple ionic modeling. The potential created by the surface charges is much greater than the band gap and is screened almost completely by the mobile carriers. However, the analysis of thermodynamic stability reveals that passivation with ions is favored over the passivation with electrons and holes.

The stable surface terminations are those providing low-energy surface states to accommodate electron and hole screening the surface charges. The positive surface (to which polarization is directed) contains more oxygen than the negative surface, to passivate the surface charge induced by the ferroelectric transition. It also contains more lithium, because Li atoms provide low-energy surface states to accommodate the screening hole. Because of the increased content of oxygen and lithium, the evaporation from the positive surface occurs more readily than from the negative one.
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